
The New Classic



Walking through the Country Club Lima Hotel means 

to be part of the history of a city like Lima: cosmopoli-

tan, traditional, unique. Each of the corners of the hotel 

hides an anecdote, a legend, a mystery, in addition to 

housing on its walls more than 300 works of art provid-

ed by the Pedro de Osma Museum.

 

The hotel inaugurates a new phase in its history: a re-

modeling that emphasizes the classic architecture that 

characterizes it, combining it with a contemporary de-

sign that is tailored to the needs of the current traveler. 

The result is a perfect symbiosis between the glamour 

of the past and the vanguard of the present. That’s why 

today we are The New Classic.

The perfect mix



Where the past  
and the present meet

The history of the Country Club Lima Hotel is intimately  
linked with the development and splendor of Lima.

Like all important story, it is best told by chapters. On May 26, 
1925, the “Sociedad Anónima Propietaria del Country Club” 
was founded to then build the Country Club of Lima in an area 
of 1’300,000 square meters that belonged to the Conde de San 
Isidro, Lobatón, Matalechuzas and Orrantia estates. In 1926 a sec-
ond business was founded, “Lima Country Club”, architects Jose 
Alvarez Calderón and Augusto Benavides were contracted, both 
architects were highly sought after for important projects during 
their time, for example the buildings surrounding  Plaza San Mar-
tin for Alvarez Calderón , and Salaverry Avenue   for Benavides. 
This is how the Country Club Lima Hotel began to raise expecta-
tions from its beginnings.
 
Its construction was commissioned to the Foundation Company 
of New York, established in Peru since 1920, which had already 
completed works such as the water channels and drainage of the 



With 90 years in the heart  
of one of the most emblematic 

districts of Lima, the hotel is 
Cultural Patrimony of the Nation. 

There are few opportunities to 
experience a city from one of its 

architectural jewels.

Historic Center and the restoration of the Real Felipe Castle in 
Callao. Much of the building materials were imported from the 
United States and Britain. The American architect T.J. O’Brien 
completed the project and finalized the project.
 
The main building was inaugurated on February 8, 1927, at a 
ceremony presided over by President Augusto B. Leguia, fol-
lowed by a luncheon for the President and his Cabinet, which 
summoned the most important political, intellectual and artis-
tic figures of the city. It was one of the great events of the de-
cade. Since then, the Country Club Lima Hotel was the favorite 
place of the Lima elite. The rendezvous center of the city.

The year 1997 marks an important milestone in the life of the 
Country Club Lima Hotel. The new owners carried out the re-
modeling that took the inn to the new era and turned it into a 
five star hotel. During this time the original architecture became 
highly valued, which resulted in the removal of some later con-
structions that did not correspond to the original quality, in or-
der to maintain the main building’s astonishing beauty. In addi-
tion the number of rooms was reduced, resulting in 83 high end 
rooms. The new hotel opened its doors on July 21,1998.
 
To date, there are 90 years of great stories and historic figures,  
of local traditions and elegance. There was no better way to 
celebrate those years than honoring the excellence that has 
always lived within the walls. From May 2016 to September 
2017 began a second and ambitions remodel, that involves 
the rooms keeping in mind the necessities of the modern day 
traveler. The idea is to respect the admired classic architecture, 
that gives its character and makes the stay unique; the spaces 
are renewed to reach the highest international standards of 
comfort and elegance.
 
The Argentinian  architect Francisco Lopez Bustos most noted 
for the renovation of the Colon Theater of Buenos Aires and the 
legendary hotel Llao Llao in Bariloche was chosen for the proj-
ect. He was in charge of the modernization and enhancement of 
this sample of Hispanic architecture from the first decades of the 
twentieth century. His challenge was to modernize it without al-
tering its roots. The public areas kept the modest “chic limeño”, 
adding accents in textiles and folders, dark woods, accessories 
and objects of patrimonial value. The technology in the rooms 
and suites were updated, the furniture was modernized and the 
perception of the space was modified by incorporating diffused 
and flush lighting on perimetral walls. 

The result is a unique experience in the city: the warmth of a clas-
sic and lively architecture, with the contemporary air of a cosmo-
politan and sophisticated lifestyle. Or simply, The New Classic.



Experience the epicenter of Lima’s culture, 
gastronomy and social life.

The Hotel

T H E  H OT E L



A  C O M P L E T E  E X P E R I E N C E

Being a part of the Country Club Lima Hotel is discovering 

the rich tradition and also the best of present day Lima. The 

hotel is ahead of the new demands of the modern day travel-

er, but it does not want to be a trendsetter: it does not have 

to be, as there is no other hotel like the Country Club Lima 

Hotel in the city. It is unique. 

Its patrimonial facade is highlighted by the beauty of its gar-

dens and by the night lights; The local personalities are at-

tracted by the promise of long gatherings in the restaurant 

and classic bar; the discovery of the viceregal art collection; 

unbeatable location, all this explains that the Country Club 

Lima Hotel continues to be the meeting place for the lively 

Lima life. Social interactions enrich the experience. As it hap-

pened from the first day, national and international artists, 

intellectuals and leaders come to the main stairs of our hotel.

Adding to this, there is a commitment to contemporary lux-

ury: design, comfort and generosity of the spaces, in one of 

the best locations in Lima.

Corridors and salons 
that preserve the classic 
line that is in its DNA, 

showcasing sophistication, 
comfort and the design 

that is expected from all 
contemporary space.



To stay in one of our 83 rooms is a well rounded experience, 
especially after the remodeling that has given them contemporary 

and renewed touches, without losing its classic essence.

Essence that surrounds you 

RO O M S  &  S U I T E S



MASTER GUEST ROOM 
The synthesis of the experience of the Country Club Lima 
Hotel. King or two Full sized beds, full marble bathroom 
and desk, in an approximate area of 40 m2.

GREAT CLASS GUEST ROOM
A terrace to breathe in Lima’s life.  King or two Full sized 
beds, full marble bathroom, desk, sofa and terrace, in an 
approximate area of 50 m2.

GOVERNOR GUEST ROOM
The pleasure of enjoying every moment. In addition 
to the King sized bed and the full marble bathroom, it 
has a living room and breakfast room, to enjoy intimate 
moments, in its 60 m2.

GOVERNOR LUXURY SUITE
Memories that will last a long time. Two spaces, King sized 
bed, complete marble bathroom with jacuzzi, living room, 
desk and breakfast area, in an approximate area of 65 m2.

PRESIDENTIAL SUITE II
Generously spacious and one of the best views of the city. 
Two spaces, King sized bed, complete marble bathroom 
with Jacuzzi, living room, dining room, desk and terrace 
overlooking the Golf, with an approximate area of 90 m2.

PRESIDENTIAL SUITE I
An experience shared with some of our most distin-
guished guest. Two spaces, King size bed, complete 
marble bathroom with jacuzzi, living room, dining room, 
guest bathroom, terrace with view to the Golf, and a 
splendid approximate area of 150 m2.

Special emphasis has been placed 
on the spaciousness of each 

room and a lighting system that 
enhances its architecture, design, 

uses and paths.

The details, sensations and texture 
make the experience: thus, the 

hotel’s decor is characterized by its 
wooden floors, its marble finishes, 
the fine tapestries and the softness 

of its linens.

Equipadas con Free Wifi, Docking station, 42” 
LED TV y Caja de seguridad Digital

FAC I L I T I E S



Peruvian gastronomy is one of its main attractions. To be able to approach a 
country through its cuisine is an opportunity that the Country Club Lima Hotel 
greatly values. An award winning team of professionals brings our guests closer 
to the fascinating gastronomic universe, one that is surprising the entire world. 

Both local and foreign patrons recognize our cuisine as one of the flagship 
destinations of Peruvian gastronomy.

Let yourself be seduced  
by our flavors

G A S T RO N O M Y



Has been awarded 5 consecutive times with the 
Summum Guide award as the best hotel restaurant 
 in Lima. Its menu is characterized by a classic 
proposal of Peruvian and international dishes. Its 
elegant ambience, implemented with sixteenth-cen-
tury paintings donated by the Museum of Osma, 
acknowledges  the sophistication of the architecture 
that embodies it. In addition, it has one of the most 
emblematic terraces of Lima, where you can enjoy 
business breakfasts, lunches, executive dinners and 
special meetings. 

The seasonal menu of the Perroquet Restaurant is 
one of the favorites among hotel guests and also of 
local patrons. Experienced chefs and national and 
international gourmands have tried, enjoyed and 
praised its menu. 

Sunday buffets, Sancochado,  sea food festivals,  
and more are also offered in the menu. It is open 
from 6:30 in the morning until 11:30 in the evening.

P E R RO Q U E T



E N G L I S H  B A R 

Is one of the places most visited by Peruvian 
literature personalities of the second half of 
the twentieth century. Aside its reputation, the 
warm and inviting darkness of its wooden walls, 
and the friendly and quick service of its bar, 
have made our English Bar another popular 
spot for lively Lima nightlife. Its dim lighting and 
soft music make it a perfect setting for private 
encounters and conversations, accompanied 
by one of the most famous Pisco Sours in the 
capital. Luiggy Arteaga, the award winning bar 
manager, is responsible for offering a contempo-
rary array of cocktails, taking great care in taste 
and presentation.

Recently, the Peruvian Academy of Pisco award-
ed the English Bar with the “Emblematic Bar of 
Pisco Culture”, for maintaining the tradition and 
the quality preparation of drinks with the flag 
liquor. There are plenty of reasons to toast over 
its perfectly located and softly lite bar.

L O S  V I T R A L E S

Los Vitrales - also known as Stained glass salon 
- is an ideal place to have a cup of tea during the 
week, while enjoying the live music of a grand 
piano until the sun goes down. 

Every afternoon, a full variety of fruit juices, 
cocktails, sandwiches, cheeses, salty snacks and 
desserts awaits you under the colorful stained 
glass ceiling, along with the relaxing view of the 
interior gardens of the Country Club Lima Hotel.



We want your stay to be an experience in itself, that’s why we offer you a variety 
of activities so you can clear the mind and body. Relax in our Yaku Spa, in the 

gym or in our outdoor pool; Take advantage of our business center and the 
exclusive partnership that we have with the Lima Golf Club so that you can 

access the facilities of the most elegant Private Club in Lima, a few meters away 
from the hotel.

Where every detail matters

FAC I L I T I E S



YA K U  S PA 

Take a break to let the energy of the water take 
away the stress and bring back the well-being 
and harmony that your body needs, at the Yaku 
Spa of the Country Club Lima Hotel. Acupuncture, 
aromatherapy, hot stone treatments, hydrother-
apy and shiatsu are just some of the treatments 
offered, as well as other services such as facials 
and salon services, so you can enjoy your stay in 
body and mind.

G Y M  &  P O O L

An outdoor pool to enjoy the mild weather of 
Lima, and our gym if you want to unwind after an 
afternoon of walking or a long day at work.

B U S I N E S S  C E N T E R

Thinking about the privacy and demands of all 
types of clients, the exclusive space for Country 
Club Lima Hotel executives offers all the nec-
essary tools to make this experience complete: 
multimedia projectors, screens, board room 
tables with power points, digital telephones with 
voicemail, internet access, air conditioning and 
tempered glass boards.

We intend to give you everything you need so you 
can have an efficient and extraordinary stay. We 
want to be the best representation of what Lima 

has to offer, at the same time a pleasant destination 
after a day of sightseeing or business.



The hotel is located in the center of San Isidro, a nice ten minute 
walk from the ocean and in front of Lima Golf Club, one of the best 
views of the city. Its location is ideal for cycling, hiking, or just to do 
some exercising. It is very close to shopping centers, cafes, museums 
and financial centers, making it ideal for leisure or business trips.

Your heart in the heart of Lima

L E I S U R E  AC T I V I T I E S



GASTRONOMY ACTIVITIES 

Besides enjoying the award-winning menu of Perroquet 
and the festivals prepared to surprise guests, the hotel 
is surrounded by quality culinary restaurants, very good 
options of the gastronomy that Lima has to offer. Take 
an excursion through restaurants listed in the prestigious 
50 Best of the World of San Pellegrino, such as: Central, 
Maido and Astrid & Gastón. 

C U LT U R A L  AC T I V I T I E S

Meet the colonial olive forrest known as El Olivar, is not 
only the largest green area of San Isidro, is the lung of the 
city. It will be a unique walk among beautiful five hundred 
year old olive trees that supplied olives and olive oil to the 
ancient City of the Kings, which today is cultural patrimony.
Enjoy a unique architecture. Visit the Casa Hacienda Mo-
reyra, a country residence of the old San Isidro estate that 
was originally built in the second half of the 17th century 
and rebuilt in the middle of the 18th century after the 
earthquake of 1746. In this piece of architecture is where 
The Gaston Acurio’s renowned restaurant, Astrid & Gastón 
is located.

A unique place in San Isidro is, indeed, Huaca Huallamar-
ca, its most important archaeological monument of the 
Huallas tribe. This pre-Hispanic construction that stands 
in the middle of the modern day city remains as a tribute 
to the pre-Columbian sacred rituals. It is a privilege to be 
able to visit it in our days.  

The cultural activities are complemented by the many 
art galleries of the district, with an array of galleries, the-
aters from the Cultural Center of the Catholic University, 
and the events organized by the Municipality, at the 
Olivar Park.

A RT  I N  T H E  C O U N T RY

The Pedro de Osma Museum was created from the legacy 
of the philanthropist Pedro de Osma Gildemeister, who 
throughout his life collected Peruvian art objects from 
the 16th to the 18th centuries. The museum has donated 
300 of these unique pieces of viceregal art to the Hotel 
Country Club Lima Hotel, enhancing the experience of 
each of its salons and guest rooms. The powerful energy 
of these valuable works of art, their frames in gold leaf, 
the careful carving techniques, and the history contained 
in their large canvases, speaks of a unique and unmistak-
ably Peruvian history.

G O L F

We have an agreement with the Lima Golf Club, an 
exclusive private club that allows hotel guests to use their 
facilities and enjoy a few hours of golf. So that you can 
play your favorite sport with no trouble, just a few steps 
from the hotel.



In the Country Club Lima Hotel you will be able to host events 
of all types in the diverse areas that we offer. From intimate 

gatherings such as cocktails and weddings, to corporate events 
such as conferences and launches.

Creating experiences

E V E N T S



S PAC E S  T H AT  F I T  YO U R  N E E D S

This year we have updated one of the most versatile spaces of the 
Country Club Lima Hotel: the event hall, which has been imple-
mented with the technology that ensures a first class event. This 
space can be extended into the hotel gardens, allowing greater 
possibilities in organization and design. We also offer our 
business rooms that could be used as a control center space and 
the hotel’s elegant restaurant, the historic Perroquet, could also be 
a perfect way to close the night of your event.

E V E N T S  A N D  P R I VAT E  D I N N E R S

The Perroquet restaurant, our English Bar and the Los Vitrales 
lounge are perfect to host any private event you need to organize. 
The hotel’s gardens, with its spaciousness and beauty, will allow 
you to offer a unique event experience for your guests. Enjoy the 
personal and distinguished service that has characterized our staff 
during all these years.

W E D D I N G S  A N D  C O C K TA I L  PA RT I E S

The success of any special event is in its details. It is virtually impos-
sible to find a place that combines classic architecture, elegance 
and some of the best scenography of the city as a backdrop, making 
an unforgettable evening.



Contact us:

Los Eucaliptos 590, San Isidro lima 27-Perú
T: (511) 611_9000

www.hotelcountry.com


